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A little paranoid?

A whole new element

Campus police receive weapons of mass destruction
awarenes* training.

Carbon Leaf brings a Celtic sound to Ttk
Pub Wendesday night.

Ewell, Dukes defeat George Washington
, nv l

S
W*Kgophomore forward Natalie Ewell scored
HrWISQWuHa.VA.22aW
the soccer game's only goal in a 1-0 win
over the Colonials Thursday.
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Suspect breaks into homes, fondles women

HEAL+H

Police search for black male, 20 to 30 years old, 5-feet-8-inches tall

gAT

44
Incidents like this call
for common sense
precautions - lock
your doors...
- Fred Hilton
JMU director of media relations

9? —

An unidentified suspect
has been breaking into the offcampus residences of females
and touching them while they
sleep, the Harrisonburg Police
Department reported Friday.
Since May 2001 five different reports were filed by females
living off campus- The females
said they were accosted by an
unknown individual whoeniered
through unlocked doors. Once
inside, the suspect lays beside

the female, often referring to the
victim as "Jen" or "Rebecca,"
according to the HPD.
When the female wakes
and discovers the individual,
he becomes very apologetic and
acts distressed claiming that he
is in the wrong apartment
Victims described the suspect as a black male, 20 to 30
years of age, 5-feet-8-inches
tall, about 155 pounds with
a shaved head and usually

dressed in casual clothes. The
suspect has affected a "British"
or "Jamaican" accent on three
occasions, according to HPD.
"Obviously, we are working closely with the city police
on this," said Fred Hilton,
JMU director of media relations. Hilton said that, while
no on-campus incidents have
occurred, all students should
be cautious.
"Incidents like this call for

common sense precautions
— lock your doors, things like
that," Hilton said.
As of yesterday, neither
Hilton nor the HPD could
provide the addresses of the
incidents or determine if any
victims were students.
Anyone with information
regarding the suspect or other
related incidents should contact the HPD at 434-2545.
— compiled from staff reports

Overexercising
detrimental
to health
BY KATIE CHIRGOTIS

health reporter

JMU washes out Villanova
NATHAN
CHIANTCLLA

sjaevaelsi

The Dukes
upset the
Wildcats 17-0
in Saturday's
game at Villanova Stadium.
Amid the remnants of Hurricane Ivan,the
Dukes defeated
the Wildcats on
the road for the
first time since
1999. Redshirt
freshman Tony
LeZotte contributed 10
tackles and two
sacks as part of
a JMU defense
that allowed 91
yards of total
offense.
See story
on page 8.
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Transfer students compensate for dropout rates
BY AMIR POONSAKVARASAN

staff writer
Of about 3,300 freshmen, about 18
percent will not graduate, according
to the director of admissions.
Michael Walsh said the first two
academic years is when most students, roughly 600, drop out.
However, the students that do not
graduate are replaced with the admittance of transfer students.
"Because not all students graduate
in lour vears, its not that clear-cut,"

The first two academic years is when
most students, roughly 600, drop out.
Walsh said. On average, 60 percent
graduate in four years, 70 percent in
five years and 82 percent in six years.
Fred Hilton, director of media
relations, refers to the trend as stabilizing enrollment. Not to be confused with a quota system, stabilizing enrollment, to an extent, ensures
a balance in the number of incoming

students and the students who will
be graduating Hilton said.
In 1995, JMU had about 3,000
freshmen enrolled over a fiveyear period, according to Hilton.
However, during that time, there
was a shortage of colleges in the
Commonwealth of Virginia to accommodate the growing number of stu-

Freshmen value patriotism
BY RACHANA DIXIT

contributing writer
Patriotism was reported as
an important value by 43 peroent of more than 3,000 freshmen in a survey given in June
Some of the survey's
results showed that, in general, die freshman respondents
came from middle-class families, and more than one-half
of this year's respondents
reported average high school
grades of A- or better.
More than one-third of the

'students said that they hold a
moderate political preference.
Questions on the survey
addressed
demographics,
attitudes, beliefs, high school
experiences and values.
"We want these questions
to be somewhat of a general
nature," said Alfred Menard,
assistant vice president of university planning and analysis.
"We give the university community the option to change
the questions."
Menard said that this survey is distributed so that JMU

will have increased knowledge
about the freshman community. The survey has been distributed for the past 25 years
to each incoming freshman
dass and 3,129 usable surveys
were obtained this year.
The survey was administered to the freshmen online as
part of the orientation process,
and is not intended for any
national publishing reasons.
"It gives you a way to figure out what the population of
JMU is made up of," freshman
Amanda Raus said.

dents seeking higher education. As
a result, student enrollment was
increased to build JMU's resources.
This last year, JMU accepted more
than 3,300 freshmen, according to
the 2003 JMU statistical summary.
The numbers are going to vary from
year to year and range from 3,200 to
3,300, including part-time students
and graduate students, Walsh said.
Hilton said, "Although we are
clearly understaffed, our annual
operational budget was much better
this year."

While a moderate amount
of exercise is essential for good
health, over-exercising is detrimental both to body and mind.
Thirty to45 minutes of exercise three to five days a week
is essential to good health,
according to American College
of Sports Medicine guidelines.
This should include a fiveto 10-minute warm-up and
gradual cooldown that incorporates stretching.
Addition of a strength/
weight-training program, which
helps to slow bone loss, is an
additional 30 minutes three to
four days a week. A full 48 hours
of rest and recovery between
resistance training is necessary
for the body to repair the tiny
tears made from lifting.
"1 like going to the gym
because it makes me stronger,"
junior Andi Simons said.
While most students generally adhere to guidelines, there
always is the risk for doing
harm to the body by doing too
much activity for long durations. This leads to harmful
patterns that ultimately can
result in an exercise disorder.
Exercise disorders affect
both men and women, and
sometimes are accompanied
by an eating disorder such as
anorexia or bulimia.
"Both are obsessive-compulsive disorders, giving the
person a way to control their
body and activity level," said
Annette Biggs, coordinator of
fitness and nutrition at UREC.
Similar to eating disorders,
those who acquire exercise
disorders begin to display
strange or obsessive patterns
of exercising and overtraining. These are accompanied by
symptoms of constant fatigue,
decrease in concentration and
decrease in appetite.
Depending
on
the
person affected, they may
feel lethargic, experience a
decrease
in
performance,
decrease in their immune
system and ultimately are
more suspectible to injury
such as stress fractures.
"People exercise too much
when it begins to interfere with
their normal, everyday tasks,"
junior Christine Farah said.
Biggs is a member of
the SEED (Stop Eating and
Exercising Disorders) Team, a
multidisciplinary team of oncampus professionals whose
m HEALTH, page 4

Mayor takes on 'Madden'
CHRISTOPHER
LABZDA/MMX-

photograplwr

Senior
Stephen
OgtatrM
challenge*
Harrtsonburg
Mayor Larry
Rogers at
PlayStation's
"Madden"
as part of
Student
Partnership
Woridwtoa's
AIDS fund
raiser.
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Contact Us
The Breeze is published Monday
and Thursday mornings and
dlslnbuled throughout James
Madison University and the local
Hamsonburg community. Comments and complaints should be
addressed to Alison Fargo, editor

Flash; I would
around in my
ry tight white
fs. not that
necessarily
that, but that is
I felt needed
to be done."

Main Telephone:
(540)568-6127
Editor:
Alison Fargo
(540) 568-3694
BreezeeditorOhotmail.com

'Wolverine, so I
Id pretend I
slashing

Managing Editor:
Kelly Jasper
(540) 568-3694
BreezeeditorOhotmail.com

ough stop signs,
\ce posts, traffic
hts.ecetera_.on
car trips.'
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(540) 568-6699
BreezenewsOhotmail.com

Computer science
Sophomore

Variety Desk:
(540)568-3151
BreezestyleOhotmail.com

campus
SPOTLIGHT

Sports Desk:
(540) 568-6709
BreezesportsOhotmail. com

What superhero did
you imitate most often
as a kid and why?
'Ninja Turtles
gt
because 1 had allffl
their bandanas 1 Lar: and 1 fight like 1
Bruce Lee."
BL*~

■

Opinion/Focus Desk:
(540) 568-3846
BreezeopinionOhotmail.com
BreezefocusOhotmail.com
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Photo/Graphics
Offlca:
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KELLY IASPER/senior photographer

Wrt Dorwld
Finance
Freshman
"Yea. I had
Superman pap
when I was litti
and I cried wh
I lost the cape,
think I lost it at
a sleepover."

Lead singer Barry Privett of Carbon Leaf performs at Maanstreet Bar & GriH Wednesday night.
See story page 9.

DUKE DAYS

BY SHARON SCHDT

Monday, Sept. 20

Grand Larceny
An unknown person removed a card reader from the wall ol Ikenberry Han
between Sept 9 at8am and Sept. 14 at8 a.m.

Underage Possession
Sydney M Paul. 19. ol Pulaskl, was charged with underage possession ol
alcohol at Taylor Hall Sept. 11 at 1:30 a.m.
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JMU Amnesty International will host a "Sudan: Stop the Genocide" event
in Taylor Hall, room 400. from 7 to 8 p.m. Peter Pham of the Center lor
Liberal and Applied Social Sciences speak about the current genocide m
Darfur, Sudan This is a Wellness Passport event.

Wednesday, Sept. 22
Up Til Dawn will host its first Tetter Writing Party" ol Ihe semester from
7 to 10 p.m. in PC Ballroom This will be a general information meeting
so come out and learn more about how you can help save the life of a
child. For more information contact uptildawn.

Property Damage
CHRIS LAB/DA/

SaleRides will sponsor "One Night, One Ride, One Life" today at 7:30
p.m. in Gratlon-Slovall Theatre The program will include a speech by
Andrew Torget of Mothers Against Drunk Driving as well as showcase a
cappella and dance talent This is a Wellness Passport event. A $2
donation is appreciated.

Tuesday, Sept. 21

A stall member reported the larceny of a camcorder between Sept. 13 at
6:30 p.m. and Sept. 14 at 5 a.m.

senior photographer

A JMU student reported scratches on the passenger door ol a vehicle
parked in C-1 Lot between 12 p.m. and 6:30 p.m. on Sept. 16.

is your Duke Days!
uiil.com 50 words or less

Number ol parking tickets since Aug. 19: 3,254

•ezene\

Number of drunk in public since Aug. 19: 29

CLASSIFIEDS

The Breeze
G1 Anthony-Seeger Hall
MSC6805
James Madison University
Hamsonburg, Virginia 22807
Phone: (540) 568-6127
Fax: (540) 568-6736
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■ How to place a classified: Go
to www.theOnMze.org and csck on
the ntinUi J Ink or come Into the
office weekdays between 8 a.m
and 5 p.m.

ADVERTISING STAFF

MISSION

Mailing address:

Highlawn Restaurant & Bar
540 434 PAV2
11am -2am Mon. - Sal.
2061 - F Evelyn Byrtl Ave.
Harrbonburg, VA 22801

BreezephotoOhotmail.com
BreezegraphicsOhotmail.com

Events Calendar

POLICE LOG
news intern

(540) 568-6749

The Breeze, the
student-run newspaper of James
Madison University.
serves student and
faculty readership by
reporting news involving the campus and
local community. The
Breeze strives to be
impartial and fair In its
reporting and firmly
believes in its First
Amendment rights.

Ads Manager:
Mel tastier
Assistant Ads
free Mas
Ad Executives:
KristenEgan
Ray Lester
Drew Morattn
Mlcheal Peterson
JonRcfas
Chnstoph Von Imhof

Ads Design
Manage.
James Mattress
Ad Designers:
Men Brandt
Tyler Adams
KetyPederson
Jess Woodward
Charlie Tysse
Maj Bpsjritauai

■ Cost: $5.00 tor the first 10
words. $3 tor each additional 10
words: boxed classified. S10 per
column Inch.
■ Deadsnea: noon Friday lor
Monday issue, noon Tuesday lor
Thursday Issue
■ Classifieds must be paid in
advance In The Breeze office.

Monday
Tailgate Party
Monday night football
15 Ft. T.V.
10* wings & $1 hot dogs

Tuesday
21 & up no cover
with jAC

card

Bring your favorite
chair... or couch!

L,ve

• get a FREE bowl of

d, U ■:-■

,_

chips & saisa if you do!

D

*n

n

*•

D.J. & Karaoke
.

Hot dance floor

Don't go home hungry:
Late night food specials
».,. . .
(FLEX accepted)

Best Bar Promotions Nightly

CAMPUS
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Voting, campaigns cornerstone of campus dialogue

Campus security forces
to receive WMD training

EVIN SHOAP/

National program to form student
focus groups during political debates

A one-day training course
on weapons of mass destruction awareness for first
responders will be held Dec.
13 at 8 a.m. at JMU.
The WMD training was
brought to JMU by a grant
from the Department of
Homeland Security's Office
for Domestic Preparedness.
Over the next two years,
the $2 million federal grant
will provide for 500 dass sessions, resulting in the initial
training of nearly 30,000 first
responders from campuses
throughout the nation.
The course was developed by the National Center
for Biomedical Research and
Training at Louisiana State
University. For more information, visit www.iaclfu.org.

BY MARIA NOSAL

staff writer
DebafcVSWth, a national research
project baaed at the Univeraty of
Kansas, will tegn surveying students
at JMU during the upcoming
presidential debate.
Participants in the focus group
will watch the presidential debates
and discuss their reactions with
others in the group.
"We get people from the JMU
community together and watch
the presidential debate," said Jay
Self, faculty member from the
school of communications
"Once it's over, we turn off
the TV and break into focus

groups and ask questions. Alter
this, we collect the data and fax
it to University of Kansas, who
records the results for a longterm study."
Involved in DebateWatch
2000, Self will be leading
DebateWatch on Sept. 30, Oct.
5, 13 and 18. Self is using the
data as part of his research in
political communication.
He feels that most students
are not connected to politics and
this will give them an opportunity to get involved.
According to the Commission
on Presidential Debates, the
set GROUPS, page 4

William Knorpp
(top right), an
OrangeBand
advisor, presents
a formula
depleting how
little effect an
Individual's vote
hat on the
electoral process.

Students, faculty explore reasons not to vote
BY KATIE O'DOWD

contributing writer
Reasons not to vole in the upcoming
election were the focus of a recent forum
sponsored by OntngeBand.
'There are a number of ways people
justify not voting, and this will be an

opportunity to explore those reasons and see
if we agree on the matter" said Kai Degner
('03), founding member of OrangeBand.
The organization held a voter registration drive last week.
WOam Knorpp, OrangeBand advisee led
fee VOTE, page 4

JMU fall enrollment
reaches record high
IMU's enrollment currently reached 15.S09 students, an
all-time high. The increase is
up slighty from last year with
40 more students.
The freshmen class this
fall is 3,288, which is less
than last year's freshman
class of 3,385.
JMU received more than
15,000 freshman applications
for fall 2004 enrollment.
Of enrolled students this
fall 14,676 are ungraduates,
867 are graduate students and
266 are special or non-degree
seeking students.
JMU currently has 9,662
females and 6,187 males
enrolled for Fall 2004.
There are 11,254 in-state
students and 4,555 out-of
state students.

FUWOUJFLowcR,ii

poewC0NF6WNO] Profs write campaigns 'not evil'

J€PT. 22
7p.m.:Opening reception
at Blackrriars Playhouse

"I had been looking forward to writing
ihi~ tor quite some time," Roberts said.
Hammond said they had to cut 10,000
Two political science professors collaborated to 12.000 words from the book in the editto publish a book to prove that presidential ing process, but easily could have written
more on the extensive subject.
campaigns are not evil, just uncivil.
Hammond said that he and Roberts
The "Encyclopedia of Presidential
Campaigns. Slogans,
Issues and wrote the book together because they
Platforms" is planned as a reference on "shared concern over what seems to be a
political history of presidential rhetoric lack of general knowledge among younger
and campaigns tor college undergradu- students regarding political history."
The book presents an upbeat view of
ates and high school students.
"My intent was to help young peo- politics because it sheds a positive light
ple without a familiarity with presi- on campaigns instead of a negative one,
dential campaigns to get interested in according to Roberts.
"Campaigns are not fun anymore,"
elections," said Robert Roberts, coauRoberts said. "They used to be social events
thor of the encyclopedia.
Roberts and Scott Hammond spent more
set BOOK, page 4
than two years workirig on the book.
BY COLLEEN SCHORN

senior writer

SEPT. 23
8:30a.m.-9:15a.m.: Opening
session at College Center
8p.m.-10:30p.m.: Poetry reading
at Wilson Hall Auditorium
S£PT. 24
1:30p.m.-3:30p.m.: Laureate's
Circle at WilsOh HalrAuditorium

For •rfschedule visit
ymu.Jdu/furiocnllower
ition compiled
by r%rick Shanety/
confuting writer

S£PT. 25
8p.m.-10:30p.m.:Confefence
Finale at Wilson Hall \

JENNY CHANTHAMNYA(or«a*»r*r

432-0610
432

EVERYDAY 4 7PM. $3.00

IKw L'ld€6 Aesthetics & Gynecology
Home to complete gynecological and aesthetic care.
Laser Hair Removal, Mesotherapy, Skin Rejuvenation,
Facial Peels, and a Complete Line of Facial Products
Located at 1992 Medical Avenue llarrisonburg, VA
All New and Former Patients Welcome
(all (540) 437-1296 to book your appointment

Harry G. Camper, III, M.D.

Beverly PowcU, FNP

If you are majoring in Accounting or CIS and ore starting
to think about what you want to do after graduation, join
Beta Alpha Psi.
You will have the opportunity to:
-Meet professionals in a relaxed environment
-Build your resume
-Meet other accounting majors
-Network among the firms
Come tonight and hear PricewaterhouseCoopers talk obout "a
day in the life of an accountant/auditor."
Sept. 28. 7:30 p.m., Showker 186
Visit our website at http://cob.jmu.edu/bap and our bulletin board across from the computer lab in Showker to learn
Boreabou^BetaAlphaPs^^^^^^^^^^^^^

Come t>

f-

Every Thursday

Tom Sartorl -

Fri. Sept. I Oth

William Walter
Fri. Sept. 17th

Ben A
Sat.

Fri- Orban DJ.

dothepub.com

Only Raw Bar in Harrisonburg
Catering Available

FREE HAIRCUT

ent

nte
Jimmy 'O' -

Mon- I HATE DALLAS NIGHT
35 cent wings
Tue-KARAOKE, Specials
Kitchen Open till 3 am
Wed- D.J. Williams Rand
& Southside Funk Bros.
Rucket Specials
ThU- NO COVER! KARAOKE DANCE PARTY
Why Pay Cover To Have FunP
Kitchen open till 3 a.m.

off all appetizers
Daily 4-6 pm
Huge Sandwich Menu
Fresh Burgers
Hotdogs
Chicken
PoBoy
Ham&Turkey, and more...
Wing*- 2Sf each MonlrThurs
eat In only
Salads
Vegetarian Dishes
Fresh fish and steak
Tuesday crablegs
$12.99/lb
Wed Oysters
5.00/ Doz
lOWVtarltHmo*^
TD^iiVlMillim-lMii
43JW74

SEAFOOD BAR

&

GRILL

574.0808

with any highlight or color
Haircut $18
Cut and Style $25
Flex Accepted!

iU

Stylists with advanced training in New York,
Northern Virginia and Richmond
Mon.-Wed. 10-6
Thu. Fri. 10-7
Sat. 10-4
Lot ated in Food Uon Shopping Center off Port Republic Rd.
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Men's group works to promote
sexual assault, rape awareness
acknowledge rape and sexual assault as a problem, it is different
than a girl acknowledging it."

Bv BEKAII REITER
contributing writer
An all-male group, 1 in 4,
dedicated to decreasing rape and
sexual assault around campus, offers programs to men about how
to help a sexual assault survivor.
The name comes from a statistic that one in four college students have survived rape or attempted rape since the age of 14,
according to 1 in 4.
Senior Will Tragert. president
of 1 in 4, said the club's objective is to target males and to have
"men educate men" about rape
and sexual assault prevention.
Freshman Jamie Loveland, a
club member, said that "men educating men" is "good because
it spreads the word about sexual
■mult and guys are more likely to listen when it's discussed
from their own point of view
— another male."
Senior Bill Williams, a member of the club, said, "When men

-64
A lot of times... a line
is said that's degrading
to [girls], and they just
brush it off.
— Jamie Lovebird
freshman member of I in 4

9?
The members of 1 in 4 present a
program about rape and sexual assault to groups around campus.
Williams said that 1 in 4's goal
through its presentations is to
"decrease incidents around campus, and also discuss seriousness
of rape jokes and other general
myths." The club's mission idealistically is to have every male on

campus see a 45-minute presentation of "The Men's Program,"
a workshop titled, "How to help
a Sexual Assault Survivor What
Men Can Do."
"A lot of times, girls get
grabbed inappropriately or a line
is said that's degrading to them,
and they just brush it off," Loveland said. "That's where it all begins — ifs the small comments
that can lead to big things."
Often times, people ignore the
issue of rape because it is so "taboo
and therefore people do not want
to acknowledge the problem,"
Tragert said. "The biggest thing is
that we put the club 1 in 4 out there
so the issue of rape and sexual assault is out there so that people feel
comfortable discussing the issue."
Williams said, "Being involved
in this club since my sophomore
year has touched me on an individual level and now I look at
things differently, and I am more
aware of comments and commercials that degrade women."

VOTE: Forum looks at students' reasons
not to vote in upcoming presidential election
\ '.HI.

■;-',.

the forum of students. He opened
up the discussion by demonstrating a formula that determines the
probability that an individual's
vote will be decisive in an election.
The formula concludes that
the probability one vote will
make a difference is very low. Despite this evidence, Knorpp said
he still will vote.
"It may be a civic duty to
vote whether it counts or not,"
Knorpp said.
Knorpp's introduction opened
up discussion about the propagan-

da surrounding voting. Many students expressed their frustrations
with all the emphasis on voting if it
would not affect the election.
One student commented that
Americans could send a better message to politicians and make more
of a statement if voter participation
decreased rather than increased.
The students also disliked the
disparities between voting and implementation of policy.
However, a few students voiced
their reasons for voting.
"1 came here to see if my mind
would change, but I can't just throw

away the privilege to vote," junior
Andrianne Konstas said. She asked
the group what else could be effective
in a democracy besides voting.
Knorpp encouraged students to "get out and get active"
through protesting or other acts
of peaceful demonstration.
Degner said. The theme to
anything is how many people are
protesting or participating."
OrangeBand plans to hold a
more publicized debate for students in October, featuring those
who strongly encourage people to
vote and those who do not.

HEALTH: SEED helps students
recovering from eating disorders
HEALTH, from page 1

goal is to support students as they
work to recover from various eating
and exercise disorders.
SEED takes steps in nutrition, counseling, physical and medical concerns
and fitness assessment to confidentially help those affected with disorders
to fully recover.

Located in various departments
such as the University Health Center,
Counseling and Student Development, and UREC, SEED works toward
acquiring a healthy lifestyle.
"It's up to the students to take the
initiative," Biggs said. "We inform
and make time available, but ifs up to
them to do it."

GROUPS: Students to express ideas
on presidential debates at open forum
GKOUPS. from page 3

results are used to help decide formats and structures
for future debates, while
educating people about the
political process.
DebateWatch originally began in 1996.
"Anyone interested
can participate. We talk
about non-partisan issues, like the format of
the debate, what the students like and what they
didn't like," Self said.
"People who participate
are taking part in a political process."
Sophomore NimW> ( i if-

ti said. "1 think that having
the DebateWatch program
would be an excellent opportunity for peers to become involved in the democratic process."
She added that the program could help students
be more informed about
voting issues and the candidates, so they could participate in like-minded debates to foster the growth
of JMU's community.
"1 was definitely
planning on watching
the debates to be more
informed about the candidate's stands on issues,

and I would definitely
check out DebateWatch,"
Cutti said.
However, some students do not find DebateWatch to be beneficial.
"I was going to watch
the debate, but I wasn't
planning on watching it
with other people," senior
David 11. ii lun said.
"Before I came to
school I watched them
with my family, who I
share the same political
views with, so watching the debate didn't
change my views just
reinforced them "

BOOK: Professors write about campaigns
BOOK, from page 3

that included the whole community."
He explained that campaigns now
are more impersonal. "Now with the
media the way it is, campaigns are
fought over airwaves and people aren't
involved anymore," Roberts said. "The
voters are bystanders "
Roberts described the current presidential campaign as "nasty and uncivil."
He said that people should hold

campaigns accountable for what they
say and shouldn't accept what is said
as the truth.
Roberts said that he is speaking because last spring he was approached by
members of OrangeBand who were interested in learning about political debates.
"What is important is that we can
have civil discussions," Roberts said. "In
the past, we have had very heated campaigns, but they were always dvil."

Got News? Email us at breezenews@hotmail.com
INTERNATIONAL PHOTO
CONTEST!!!!!
Open to JMU
students,
faculty and
staff!

......

THE

Share your overseas photos for a
chance to win!

Conaaac ntlaa:
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Sorry no digital photo .

STUDY ABROAD FAIR
|| Some Things In Life
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GARDEN ST*TE_ Lot Lonaly Bora
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LEARN ABOUT
STUDY ABROAD OPPORTUNITIES
IN

LONDON, FLORENCB, SALAMANCA, ANTWERP AND
MORE!
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To find out
today's answers go to
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www. thebreeze.org

16

18

26

4

"
19
22
29

Get connected to a community, learn about yourself and your
world, make new friends, and spend a week in service!
For more information, stop by Wilson 204 or go to www.jmu.edu/csl/asb
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23

24

26

43

44

X
33

1"

■ 36

36

39

40

41

47

42

49

50

51

53

54

ACROSS
1 Eccentric
4 React in horror
8 Pull an all-nighte
12 "A pox upon
thee!"
13 Met melody
14 Roll call reply
15 Intrepid
17 Admitting
customers
18 Gold medal
winner Picabo
19 O'Hare's loc.
21 Afternoon hour
22 Intrepid
26 Author Ephron
29 Forefront
30 Biz deg.
31 Racetrack
boundary
32 Blanc or Brooks
33 Line of thought
34 Anger
35 Clinton blew it
36 Objects to
37 Intrepid

10

20

32

46

B

17

26

37

International & Long-Distance Trip Sign-Ups, Oct. 26
Domestic Trip Sign-Ups, Nov. 18

/

■
27

34

DOMESTIC TRIP LEADER APPLICATIONS
■DEADLINE SEPT. 24TH!!!!

1

14

31

45

5

39 Humon-gous
40 Carnival venue
41 In the thick of
45 Goya's duchess
48 Intrepid
50 The Red and the
Black
51 Pub orders
52 Cross-word clue
at times
53 Unuttered "alas'
54 Maltese money
55 Conclusion

1

!
1

DOWN
1 Dispatches,
slangily
2 Lose gracefully?
3 Letter opener
4 Lead ore
5 Mountain ridge
6 Family member
7 Easter-related
8 Hymn pre-senters
9 Agent
10 Exist
II Chaps
16 Tend a stubborn
squeak
20 Coop dweller
23 Portent
24 Footnote abbr.
25 Supermarket
stack
26 Plumbing
problem
27 Count
counterpart
28 Stead
29 Irritate

32 Re city
government
33 Night watch
35 Emulate 18-38
38 Go haywire, as
aPC
39 More
contemptible
42 Put one over on
43 Dazzle
44 Take care of
45 Pompous one
46 Main-lander's
momento
47 Apprehend
49 Inventor
Whitney

WANT TO EXPERIENCE THE THRILL OF THE CHASE?

D0NT MISS YOUR CHANCE!
COME TO THE LEASING KICKOFF FRIDAY, OCT. 1ST
DOORS OPEN AT SAM, KISS FM WILL BE LIVE FROM 4-7
FOOD, PRIZES, FUNII
4 Bedroom, 4 Bathroom Luxury apartments
Phenomenal Pool and Spectacular Sunbathing Area
Fantastic Fully Equipped Fitness and Business Centers
Superior State-of-art Clubhouse
Groovy Gaming Area Including Pool and Foosball Tables
Conveniently Close to Campus

540-442-4800
www.sunchase.net
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HOUSE EDITORIAI

Russia regressing to WMD training useless for JMU police
dark communist days
PATRICK CALLAHAN

contributing writer
The recent siege of a Russian school in Beslan has
caused much discussion
about the Russian government and the protection of
its citizens. Since the first war
between Russia and Chechnya in 1994. the Russian people have been plagued with
murderous acts of terrorism
by those supporting the rebel
state. The latest catastrophe
resulted in the deaths of over
338 people, the majority of
whom were children. The
media was misled about the
events of the siege because
the Russian government deliberately withheld information and misinformed the
press. The government issued
orders for television stations
to stick to their normal programming. Those few reporters who tried to defy the order
claim to have been drugged to
ensure their silence. Sounds
like the days of old, doesn't it
— the days when the Soviets
maintained absolute secrecy
and employed propaganda to
manipulate the masses.
The current Russian government really isn't that far
from what it used to be under
the communists. Since coming to power, current Presi-

dent Vladamir Putin has taken over all television stations,
assumed control of Russia's
energy industries, ousted
most big business leaders and
his party practically has taken
over both houses of the government. Now Putin has unveiled his new plan to eliminate the popular election of
governors and allow citizens
to vote only for parties — not
candidates. Putin claims this
move is necessary in order to
consolidate power and ensure
national unity, but, in reality,
it will quash democracy.
These Soviet-era tactics
involving the cover-ups of
terrorist acts are no new occurrence in Russia. Two
years ago, terrorists supporting Chechen independence
seized a Moscow theater with
over 600 hostages. Rather
than pursuing diplomatic
means, the Russian government fired canisters of a
powerful opiate aerosol into
the theater, then stormed the
building. Almost all 33 terrorists were knocked out from
the gas, but were shot in the
head execution style anyway.
Only two of the hostages
were killed by the terrorists,
but over 125 died later from
the effects of the gas. Doctors

Now, the aged, black-and-white
Though typical of the U.S. bufilm reels are almost comical.
reaucratic mess, the name symbolizes
Hiding from nuclear blasts, kids something more. We might as well
crouching beneath desks or flanking duck and cover — regrettably, this
the windowless corridors of school program is all hype.
hallways seems silly. Hindsight tells
There's no real WMD threat in
us the 1950s "duck and cover" routine Harrisonburg.
was more than slightly overrated.
A program detailing decontaminaForesight, we had hoped, could tion procedures following a nuclear
prevent the return of sensational hype blast can't have much purpose on our
as we enter a new "us vs. them" men- nearly rural campus. Environmentality amid a war on terrorism.
tal protection strategies following a
A new $2 million federal grant WMD incident pose no benefit to camproved us wrong.
pus. Harrisonburg's poultry processThe JMU Police Department will ing plants surely don't top the nation's
receive weapons of mass destruction terrorist's targets.
awareness training this December.
The program mistakenly attempts
That's right, weapons of mass de- to promote mindless hype over a
struction training.
threat that isn't real to our students.
Shelled out in one-time, eight-hour Any given weekend, students feel
courses, JMU police will participate in cops themselves pose a greater threat
one of more than 500 sessions nation- than nuclear weapons.
wide. Over the next two years, more
The program's flaws run deeper
than 30,000 public safety personnel than JMU's involvement, beyond imwill be trained. The program is the plementation and into the initiative's
brainchild of the International Asso- original conception.
ciation of Campus Law Enforcement
The JMU PD shouldn't be
Administrators, funded by the U.S. chastised for taking advantage
Department of Homeland Security, of a free program. Besides,
Office for Domestic Preparedness.
they get individual certificates
No. we didn't make that title up.
of completion — who could

blame them?
The problem lies in the IACLEA's
lack of insight. On a metropolitan
campus, specialized training might be
necessary. Terrorism seminars almost
make sense. But even in the most targeted communities, a specific WMD
program is a stretch.
Still, police shouldn't be discouraged. Preparedness is to be valued, but
WMD training is misguided.
We respect JMU's finest for their
dedication and service to our campus community — not because each
officer could thwart a bio-terrorism
attack or protect students against
chemical warfare.
For now, we must trust that our
officers will leave their WMD training
sessions without jingles
and slogans reminiscent
of the 1950s. The hype,
we hope, is history.

see RUSSIA, page 7

OFF THE WIRE

Drunk, sleeping jurors
fail defendants, justice
Wednesday, a New York
State Supreme Court justice
upheld a verdict in the case of
a retired firefighter who stole
property from Ground Zero.
While this may seem an ordinary task of the legal system,
the Justice upheld the case after a hearing was scheduled
to determine whether a juror
who drank during the deliberations of the firefighter case
affected the verdict.
The Justice relied, according to a New York Timts
article, on a U.S. Supreme
Court case from 1987 involving a jury that "drank, used
cocaine, smoked marijuana,
sold drugs to one another
and slept through a conspiracy and fraud trial."
The court ruled, in that
case, the jury was under no
more outside influence than
the flu. food poisoning or
lack of sleep.
In the case of the firefighter, the 60-year-old defendant could be sentenced to as
many as nine years in prison.
Meanwhile, one of the people
who determined his guilt was

editorial policies

"wobbly and glassy-eyed" as
he walked out of court.
This is a complete failure on
behalf of the US. legal system.
To allow jurors to be
drunk enough to have trouble walking out of court is
allowing that juror the power of one's fate while under
the influence.
Scientists have, for years,
told us that drinking impairs
one's ability to properly function, and affects our ability to
make educated decisions.
For years, one of the major
arguments for drinking and
driving legislation has been
alcohol's ability to impair
the judgment of the driver.
Would this be the same judgment ability one uses when
determining a person's guilt
or innocence in court?
Jurors need to be coherent
and attentive to the details of
the proceedings to make fair
decisions on the case and cannot do so under the influence
of alcohol or drugs just as one
needs to be alert and aware
see JURORS, page 7

'

Responses to all articles and opinions published in ~ie Breeze are
welcome and encouraged. Letters should be no longer than 250
words and can be e-mailed to breeieopinlon9holrnall.com or
mailed to MSC 6805 Cl, Anthony-Seeger Hall,
Harrisonburg, VA 22807.
The house editorial reflects the opinion ol the editorial board as
a whale, and is not necessarily the opinion ot any individual staff
member of The Breeze.
Editorial Board:
Alison Fargo, editor in chief
Ktty lasper. managing editor
Ale* Simey, opinion editor
me opinnns in this section do not necessarily reflect the opinion ot the
newspaper, this staff or lames Madison University

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Behavior should change, not strike code
In the Sept. 13 issue of The Breeze, Tun Rose takes issue
with the parameters of the third strike. I failed to see the basic logic in being positioned on the verge of that strike. They
are not procedurally just handed out at random. A student
who is on the third strike, regardless of the consequences
they face, already faces questions about his or her judgment,
particularly if, as Rose says, they are "ambitious."
An ambitious, conscientious student learns the rules
and regulations of the institution they attend. They follow
those rules. They accept the consequences if they follow them
• and, presumably, if they make a first honest mistake out of
ignorance or bad judgment, they evolve and learn. The rationale for having either judicial or honor codes not only is
to govern the community, but also to develop students into
adults who accept responsibility for their actions.
A student with two strikes is gambling, but so is a
student with none who gets one They are deciding consciously or unconsciously to violate the required rules of
the institution. One certainly can advocate some change
in regulations, but not for the subtext of protecting those
who not once, but twice choose to disregard the regulations. The idea that weakening alcohol regulations is the
opposite of safety seems counterintuitive. If the risk to an
academic record is too great to risk suspension, do not put
yourself in the position to incur that penalty.
Nikitah Okembe RA Imani
associate professor of sociology

the strict authoritative dictatorship of the JMU judicial
system. Rose should have been attacking those lacking the
common sense not to do something stupid and get caught
more than once. Rose laid claim to a student's future
being rumed after being suspended from college. I don't
know what kind of person the business world is looking
or but I am sure that any professional field doesn't want
to hire a person who runs away from their mistakes.
Instead of always looking toward other people and a
higher msmut.on to lay blame on for your failures, people
should instead look themselves in the mirror to findTe
source of their own personal misfortunes.
Craig Finkelstein
sophomore, pre-lnternational affairs major
Students should give back to JMU
-.hi" < S^°l graduallnK m May. the importance of the
.ml -J2L^IaT beCOmes more W«nt Although I
ZITEE? r* *" kn°Wled8e and *E for a successful
cTw iiTe,,mrrnder " mV education is as strong as it
Zlt^L,mraMr1,,,mlJniv^i'y only recently has raised
compere wit*, other top schools. If we cannot contend with
u,n w n .^T FT,'e5SOr8 deSCTW' ,h* ¥••% of educahon will not be on the level that it should be
t.Jcf^f, ?* ^ ? hou« edi,orial "» I* Breeze credits
hnuon and state money as the source of funding for the teachdSla^ £ IS"" may ime been overlooked. Private
doto. donatedto ,MU can make a substanbal impact. Statis-

Strike receiver at fault for consequences, not JMU
I am writing in response to Tim Rose's article, "Two
strikes force students to consider transferring." Rose
makes it clear that instead of learning from one's mistakes,
it is best to run away from them and hope they go away.
Because of James Madison University's three-strike
policy, students run the risk of being suspended from
the university upon receiving a third strike. While unfair
as it may be to the typical underclassmen living on the
edge. Rose never stopped to examine the fact that maybe
after getting one strike, you shouldn't be an idiot and get
another one — let alone a third one. Instead of attacking

ot^TanT T,
E" i"dia,,e a droP "> »«••« funding 12
£T*W\t T!°"h^0f'°PereentIn^rfawavanng
S ZL *
^ Wi* an0mer ■"* ««l«or; hike or
wdtag until the state can give higher educalon more money,
ThSoTcT S?? b8Ck "°w ^ benefit the futurT
M.kln..
i t cbegmn'n« °',hls A for students.
vl u oV„* M.nf fn'0r CU" ^.llenge increases the
Ind
lMthis
,KPOnU
' "nd enSU"5 «»«"ued growth
ana success
success of
university.
Katie Freind
senior, public administration /
political science major
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RUSSIA: Putin's power
consolidation a threat
RUSSIA, from page I
the gas. Doctors said many of
the victims might have been
saved if the Russian government had not refused to release the identity of the gas
until weeks later.
The acts of President Putin
and the Russian government
must not be overlooked. The
fires of the Cold War may easily
be reignited and it is the duty
of the United States to keep in
check the attempts of Russian
leaders to guide their people
once again down the road to
communism. However, leaders
within our own government
have shown signs of welcoming Russia's consolidation of
power in exchange for support
in the global war on terrorism.
The irony is that this is exactly
what the terrorists want. They

JURORS: Booze has
no place in jury room

want to see democracy fall and
tyranny reign. Both Russia and
the United States must understand that the war on terrorism
will not go away anytime soon,
but that the ideals of democracy never should be sacrificed
no matter how crucial the task
at hand may be.
Palrid; Callahan is an undeclared freshman.

JURORS, from page 6
when driving a car.
What our legal system is doing by upholding this
precedent is telling jurors it is ok to drink and use drugs
while serving.
What they need to do is establish a law that will
counteract the precedent set in 1987 that will make this
sort of behavior illegal.
Our country already punishes those who do not
show up for their jury duty, so why not punish those
who show up drunk — especially since these people are
just as useless as those who didn't show?
If nothing is done to correct this problem, it only will
lead to more in the future.
More cases will be argued, and more jurors will be
under the influence of a substance and the whole process will become irreversibly flawed.
With as many problems within the legal system that
already exist, this — a very easily corrected problem —
should be addressed before another case, and another
person's future, is affected.
This staff editorial originally appeared in Illinois State
University's The Daily Vidette.
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t.-mail dans and pats to
brfudp9kotmmU.com
Dans a r*u an ntmlntd
ananmaat, and primed am a
space-avaUabie baas Smbmuaom
aiebastdapon one person saptmon
of a given samatum. person or event
and do not nnessarih rr/leii Ikt truth.

A "what-is-going-on" pat
to the random girls in the Village who decided to lock arms
and surround me for no apparent reason. I have never been
so confused in my entire life.
From a guy who thinks people should do more random stuff
to freak out others.
A "perfect-gentleman" pat
to the sophomore guy who
gave us a ride home.
From two seniors who skipped
class to go get pedicures and were
too impatient to wail for the bus.

A "thanks-for-bringingback-the-childhood-memones" pat to everyone who
brought us Quad-a-bunga.
From a junior who can't remember the last time she heard
a bunch of college students yell
"Turtle power!"

A "I-hope-you-eat-yourwords" dart to a local restaurant for informing a group ol
students that it was a "family
restaurant" and fun was not
to be had there.
From a student who is sorry
she has spent money at such a
lame place and thinks other students should steer clear.

Breakthrough.
Give yourself a break!

Free Admissions
and Test Strategy
Seminar

Avoiding every mirror you pass? Is your medicine
cabinet burning with pills and lotions that promised
to clear you acne, but are ineffective?
Forget the old remedies your parents used to try..
and take a look at a brand new. breakthrough
medical device that gets to the root of your acne
problem. The Clearlight system breaks the barrier
and destroys the most common bacteria causing
your acne.

Attend this FREE seminar and leant:
■ how to successfully navigate the admissions process

LK

■ how to craft an application that gets you noticed
■ score/eislng lUategles critical to song your admissions test

Wednesday. September 22, 2004
GRE- 5:30pm
MCAT- 7pm
HHS 2204

Qt-Wk&fAe

4

Space fa limited. Call or vMt us online today to register.

KAPLAN

1-800 KAP-TEST
kaptest.com

facial ISosmetic^Seniet
C. Wayne Gates, M.D.

Tsst Prsp and Admissions

Walk-In Haircuts

MEADOU/CREST E.N.T.

(540) 433-9399
(866) 617-9399 (Toll Free)
3360 Emmaus Road
Harrisonburg.VA 22801

r

9 Stylists & Barbers
We specialize in everthing to do with hair.
Accepting all major credit cards

West Side Barbershop
442.6722
Transit Bus 3
Beside Westover Park's entrance Rt. 33 West

Ttied Einstein
Bagels Yet?
Mow in Gibbons Hall Enttance 4
- It's not DOOM 4 anymore!
Come in and get Fresh Coffee.
Hot Bagels and Specialty
Sandwiches too!
We accept Dining Dollars!

Coming Thursday: Preview the football team's upcoming trip to West Virginia
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WOMEN'S SOCCER

Ewell, Dukes defeat George Washington
BY TODD BAOCHI

staff writer
Led by a couple of first-time
starters, the JMU women's soccer team posted a 1-0 victory
Thursday night, defeating the
George Washington University
Colonials. Sophomore forward Natalie Ewell scored the
game's only goal, while redshirt senior forward Christy
Metzker picked up the assist.
JMU rebounded from a 2-1
loss last week to No. 16 West
Virginia University. The win
EVIN SHOAP/.vmor photopaphrr improved JMU's record to 4Sophomore forward Sarah Cebulskl dribbles toward tha goal
2-0 overall for the season.
during JMU's 14 victory over George Washington University
Along with freshman

defender Laura Hertz, both
Ewell and Metzker started for
the first time this season as
the Dukes were missing two
starters, sophomore defender
Lyanne Dupra and junior forward Kim Argy who tore her
ACL this week and is out for
the season.
"This [situation) is why we
recruit" coach Dave Lombardo
said. "Kids come in to add quality depth and another dimension
to the team. You saw that today
with Natalie scoring the goal."
Metzker
agreed
that
although JMU had a number
of injuries, they knew they
wouldn't have too much trouble.

"Injuries are always devastating, but our players off
the bench are definitely good
enough to fill in," Metzker said.
Before she went down with
her injury, Argy was tied for
the team-lead in goals this season with two. Junior midfielder
Karly Skladany also was hurt,
but played despite her injury.
Ewell was impressed with
the way the Dukes played.
"I thought we played
awesome with our injuries,"
Ewell said. "We knew we had
to step up, and we really
stepped up to the challenge."
The first half ended in
a scoreless tie, but JMU

dominated on the field. The
Dukes had 13 shots on goal
to GW's 7. The Colonials
didn't get their first shot on
goal until halfway through
the first half.
"We were a little out of sync
with our finishing, but I'm not
too worried," Lombardo said.
"If we weren't creating chances
th.it d be one thing, but we are,
so the finishing will come."
With 31:25 left in the second half, JMU capitalized on
one of its opportunities when
Metzker set Ewell up for the'
game's lone goal.
see JMU, page 1(1

FOOTBALL

JMU upsets No. 5 Villanova
LeZotte,
Townsend
named
Players of
Week
After JMU's defenseheavy 17-0 victory over
Villanova
University
Saturday, two defensive
Dukes were named Atlantic
10 Conference players of
the week.
Redshirt senior Trey
Townsend and redshirt
freshman Tony LeZotte were
named Co-Defensive Player
of the Week and Rookie of
the Week, respectively.
Townsend finished
with nine tackles, an
interception and a forced
fumble, as well as picking
up his first sack of 2004.
Six of his tackles were
unassisted and four came
behind the line of scrimmage. He also added two
pass breakups.
LeZotte had 10 tackles,
nine of which were unassisted, a pass breakup and
a sack. Two of his stops
were for a loss. LeZotte
leads the team with 16
tackles this season.
JMU yielded just 91
yards of total offense,
which is the fewest allowed
to a Division l-AA opponent in JMU history.
However,
LeZotte
stopped short of saying
that the Dukes dominated
the Wildcats.
"I don't really think
we did [dominate them|,"
LeZotte said. "We're going
to stop the run and make
them pass, and today they
couldn't throw the ball. It
made it tough on them."
— from staff reports

Dukes win
despite Ivan
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Redshirt Junior running back Raymond Hinee (No. 24) carries the ball during tha JMU'* 17-0 victory over Villanova
University Saturday. Tha Duke* held tha Wildcats to -2 yard* rushing.

Dukes earn important road win
BY MATTHEW STOSS

Saturday, Seat. It

assistant sports editor
Coach Mickey Matthews took
over the JMU football program in
1999, the only year the Dukes managed to defeat Villanova University at
Villanova Stadium.
Five years later, JMU beat the
Wildcats on the road once more, shutring Villanova out 17-0 and holding it to
a mere 91 yards of total offense, under
the remnants of Hurricane Ivan.
"Ifs big," Matthews said of the win.
"I can't see how anyone can be ranked
in l-AA, and I don't know if there can
be upsets. We need to play three or four
weeks to see who the best teams are."
Ivan's remains were enough to hinder offenses on both sidelines.

PaMabyNeH
Dukes
Wildcats

1
0
0

2 Total
17 17
0
0

"It was as bad of conditions as
I've seen with all the wind and the
rain," Matthews said.
The scoreboard remained bare
until mid-third quarter, when JMU's
redshirt sophomore quarterback
Justin Rascati found the endzone on
a 1-yard sneak. The score was set up
by redshirt junior strong safety Bruce
Johnson.
After putting a big hit on Wildcat
quarterback Joe Casamento, Johnson
recovered a bad snap on the ensuing
Villanova punt to give JMU optimal

field position at the 14, and a shift in
momentum.
"We prepared hard all week,"
Johnson said. "The defense played well
all day, and we did all the stuff right to
get the ball rolling and keep it rolling."
The Dukes did their best to
give it back.
JMU alternated turnovers with
Villanova after scoring. First 'Nova gave
JMU the ball on a muffed punt return by
returner J.J. Outlaw. The Dukes repaid the
gift on the very next play with a fumble.
On the heels of that turnover, redshirt senior linebacker Trey Townsend
picked off Casamento on Villanova's 34.
Trie coaches let us go," Townsend
said. "We didn't sit back and do a whole
see WIN, page 10

Sometimes
Mother
Nature is the X factor.
The
remnants of
Hurricane Ivan dropped
a considerable amount of
rain on Philadelphia early
Saturday morning. Still, the
Dukes and the Villanova
University Wildcats played
on with JMU prevailing 17-0.
"The conditions were as
poor as I've seen in 28 years
of coaching," coach Mickey
Matthews said. "It was very
difficult on both offenses."
The two teams combined
for 11 turnovers. JMU quarterback, redshirt sophomore
Justin Rascati. didn't complete
a pass during the first half.
StilL the Dukes came out
with a rain-soaked victory,
highlighted by their defense.
"This defense lets us run
around and use our speed,"
redshirt freshman safety
Tony LeZotte said. "We
came to play today."
Redshirt junior safety
Bruce Johnson said, "As
socn as we got out on the
field, you could feel it that
we were ready."
The poor playing conditions prevented the Dukes
from showcasing much of
their new offense
"No one could run any
plays today," Matthews
said. "I think both teams
were in four-corners today;
you just try not to make a
big mistake."
Despite the ugh/ win. the
Dukes upset the No. 5 team in
Division l-AA on the road in
tough playingcondibons. They
return home 2-0 on the season
and 1-0 in the conference,
with their future considerably
brighter than the Philadelphia
sky they left behind.

Volleyball wins home tournament

A-lOSCOMBa
«
William 4 Mary
UNH

9
7

West Chester
Delaware

6
24

Villanova
JMU

0
17

Richmond

24
14

UMBM

Maine
Mississippi St.

9
7

The JMU women's volleyball
team came back from a one-game
deficit to win the title in the JMU/
Days Inn Invitational Saturday,
defeating the University of Buffalo
to improve to 8-2 for the season.
The Dukes finished the tournament with an unblemished
record of 3-0. The Bulls finished
second, going 2-1.
JMU junior outside hitter
Emilee Hussack garnered Most
Valuable Player honors who, with
her 17"' kill in the final match
against Buffalo, gave JMU the

win after the Dukes rallied from
a 14-13 deficit
Joining Hussack on the AllTournament team were teammates,
senior middle Kate Fuchs and junior
setter Krysta Cannon.
The Bulls had four players with
double-digit kills in their match with
JMU: Nikki Morzenti, Tammy Jule,
Molly Scrantz and Katie Weekly.
JMU returns to the Sinclair
Gymnasium Tuesday when they
take on Liberty University at 7 p.m.
in Godwin Hall
— from staff reports
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Dating stages
seem unclear,
confusing

Celebs give
public fashion
template

BY ASHLEY MCCLELLAND

senior writer
"So, wriaf s up with you and
so-and-so?" A familiar enough
question, but it can invite a
very complicated answer. We
all know the different steps of
relationships — the hook-up,
the get-together, the coupledom
and the in-it-for-the-long-run
stages. But, what characteristics
define each step?
The first step is usually
the most ambiguous — the
"hooking up" stage. No one
agrees over what the hook-up
really means.
"A lot of times it means
sexually, but I view it more
as first getting together as
boyfriend
and girlfriend,"
sophomore Michael Soule said.,
Others think differently.
Freshman Kristin Pope said,
"Anything from making out to
sex would be hooking up."
The next stage would be
the get-together stage. This
step involves getting to
know each other, meeting the
friends, hanging out together
and going places like movies
and parties. This stage usually involves over-analyzing
the relationship in terms of
longevity and compatibility.
"I worry about how long
it will last," sophomore Trent
Powell said.
The next stage is the coupledom stage, which happens "when you exclusively
date one other person lyou
are boyfriend and girlfriend],
and mutually agree you are
just going to date each other,"
freshman Lucy McCann said.
This stage is a chance to
become intimate with a person
and get to know them on a
deeper level.
The final stage is the in-itfor-the-long-run stage. Longterm relationships occur when
a feeling of being comfort
is reached and both people
share their entire selves with
one another. For example —
after dating my boyfriend for
almost four years — 1 could
tell him anything, and he
knows me better then anyone.
At this point, the relationship
has gone beyond just a relationship — he has become my
best friend.

KELLY I ASPER/jrmor phmofrafh,.
Carbon Laat, a band Richmond band and a JMU favortta, piayad ttwlr first show at Tha Pub Wednesday night. Tha
band's newest CD, "Indian Summer" la now available In store* across the Unltsd States and Canada. Also, the
band will tour around the United States for the next seven weeks, said guitarist Terry Clark. The band's cross-country tour begins Wednesday.

Carbon Leaf plants fresh sound
— 46—|

BY SYLVA FLORENCE

assistant variety editor
Carbon Leaf has played
in Harrisonburg more
times than hurricanes hit
Florida lately, but they
just keep coming back for
more. The band played
for their first time at the
Pub Wednesday night.
"I had a blast," lead
singer Barry Privett said.
"I'm not trying to blow
smoke up The Breeze's ass,
but whatever night we come
out is always fun and crazy.
If s not like entertaining —
it's symbiotic and natural."
Ifs easy to observe
the relationship between
Carbon Leaf and their fans.
Dedicated ones raised their
glasses and sing at the top
of their lungs, sporadically
calling out the names of

[Tonight] was
awesome - the best
Harrisonburg show
ever, it felt to me. It
felt incredible
-Terry Clark
Carbon Lea guitarist

99 —
their favorite songs. The
other enraptured listeners
were caught in the throng
of dedication.
The band had two
encores and the crowd
remained in an excited
frenzy throughout both.
No one left before hearing
the band's energetic single,
"Mary Mac."

Looking at the crowd,
it makes perfect sense
— Harrisonburg is Carbon
Leaf's favorite place to )am.
"[Tonight] was awesome
— the best Harrisonburg
show ever, it felt to me,"
guitarist Terry Chirk said.
"It felt incredible."
The crowd apparently
had as much fun at the concert as the band.
"They're such a feelgood, kick-butt college band
who loves the crowd," senior
Chris Stadmeyer said.
Senior Paul Riley said,
"They're from my hometown of Richmond. 1 used
to see them all the time. You
gotta show some love for
your hometown."
Freshman Becky Schott
also seemed impressed.
"This is my third time
seeing them." Schott said. "I

love their Irish sound."
Off the stage. Carbon
Leaf band members also
form relationships with
their fans.
After the band played,
vocalist and guitarist Carter
Gravatt shared a few tidbits from his life when not
on the road.
He admitted he wishes
more people would ask
him what he does in his
free time.
"The last little bit of time
off I had I spent surfing,
playing with my motorcycles, kayaking and working on my new house,"
Gravatt said. "I'm also getting married in November
in Hawaii."
Carbon Leaf hopes to
return to JMU this semester
or next semester for another
show, Clark said.

Perfect bodies, gorgeous
hair, fabulous clothes and
killer shoes — celebrities are
the most admired creatures
in the world. They are the
supreme beings that keep
the paparazzi in business
and are scrutinized by the
public eye.
Nevertheless, I am on a
first-name basis with most
celebs. I might say to my
friend, "Did you see what
Jennifer (as in Lopez) wore
to the Video Music Awards?
She was so channeling
her Cris Judd days!" Even
though it's none of our business, we care about these
trivial things — it's the
appeal of celebrities. The
fascination with what they
are wearing surely will exist
as long as there are people
like us who care.
Celebrities serve as our
fashion icons. Excluding the
lucky few who get to sit in
on Fashion Week in New
York City, celebs are the first
to introduce the latest styles
to us. Without them, many
of us would be clueless
when it comes to knowing
that tweed is not just for our
grandpa, or that comfortable, round-toed shoes are
back in the game.
We must look to other
sources such as Gap commercials now that our favorite style role models of six
wonderful seasons have
moved on to other endeavors
(Carrie, Samantha, Charlotte
and Miranda, R.I.P.).
For many of us, this
unexplained fascination
with celebrities can be' traced
'■>ack to childhood when we
first began to admire the
glamorous celebrities on the
big-screen and on television.
Over the years, we developed relationships with our
favorite celebrities.
We can live vicariously
through celebs, and maybe
even for a moment forget our
own problems. If s comforting to know that beautiful
people on the big screen have
their share of problems too
ttt FASHION. pagtW

review
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'Bourne Supremacy' successfully defies long trend of disappointing sequels
Director Paul Greengrass'second movie in Bourne Trilogy is refreshing, action-packed adventure
Bv JESSE PEARLSTEIN
contributing writer
As an action-packed
adrenaline
rush,
"The
Boume Supremacy" proves
Hollywood still can make
good action movies.
For
anyone
who
doesn't know, "The Bourne
Supremacy" is the sequel
to "The Bourne Identity,"
loth of which are adapted
from writer Robert Ludlum's
Bourne trilogy.
In the first movie we are
introduced to Jason Boume,
the main character played
by Matt Damon ("Ocean's
Twelve"),
an
amnesiac
CIA hitman. We learn in the
first movie that Boume was
an operative for the CIA pro-
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gram Treadstone, lead by
Ward Abbot, played by Brian
Cox ("The Ringer").
Boume meets and falls
in love with Marie, played
by German actress Franka
Potente
("The
Bourne
Identity"), who falls in love
with Boume. The people of
Treadstone, believing Bourne
has gone rogue, attempt to

kill him.
After a wild adventure,
the movie ends as Jason and
Marie escape to a coastal
town in India
The Bourne Supremacy,
directed by Paul Greengrass
("Bloody Sunday"), picks
up right where the Bourne
Identity left off — with Jason
and Marie living in India.
There is much Jason still
cannot remember, and he is
always haunted by a recurring dream that actually may
have occurred.
While Jason and Marie
are in India, we learn that a
CIA operation led by Pamela
Landy, played by Joan Allen
("The Notebook"), has been
blown. Also, Marie and Jason's
happy existence in India is

"The Bourne Supremacy"
Starring:
Matt Damon, Franka

Potente
Running time:
108 mins
Rated: PG-13

shattered after a Russian oil
tycoon sends an assassin
after them. Jason, mistakenly
believing that Treadstone still
is trying to kill him, decides to
end it once and for all.
Fans of action movies will
not be disappointed by the
newest addition to the genre
Paul Greengrass does a great

job keeping the movie moving at a face pace with action
sequences, including several
memorable scenes — especially an exciting car chase scene
in Moscow.
Damon is perfectly believable as the dark and haunted
Jason Boume. He is supported by a good class of actors,
including Julia Stiles ("The
Prince and Me") returning as
Nicky, the information specialist, and Karl Urban ("Lord
of the Rings"), as the Russian
assassin. Stiles' character does
a terrific job conveying the
absolute terror her character
feels when she is confronted
face-to-face by Boume.
Urban plays a decidedly
different role than the one he
played in "The Lord of the

Rings" trilogy and he makes
for a solid bad guy.
"The Boume Supremacy"
is not without some flaws.
First, the movie looks like
it was shot with a handheld camera, creating a jerky
movement on screen. Some
people might like this technique, but it distracts from
the action.
Other than the camerawork, the movie was enjoyable and worth the money.
It was refreshing to see an
action movie that made
some sense with no major
plot holes.
Ultimately the plot of
"The Boume Supremacy" is a
rarity indeed — a Hollywood
sequel that actually is as good
as its predecessor.
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Freshwater fishing easy to get hooked on
BY ERIN LEE

senior writer
Fishing — once a method of survival
— is not just a method of survival anymore. Fishing has evolved into either a
relaxing pastime or highly competitive sport.

CHERYL LOCK/

The Valley provides an excellent opportunity for fishing of any sort
in the area's scenic rivers and lakes.
Bass, including largemuuth. small
mouth, spotted, white and striped, are the
kinds of bass that exist in Virginia, according to the Department of Game and Inland
Fisheries. Three types of trout also exist in
Virginia — rainbow, brook and brown.
"Mountain streams provide an
opportunity for trout — mainly brook
trout — but not exclusively," said Stan
Ulanski, geology and environmental science professor.
Some good places to fish near
JMU include Silver Lake in Dayton,
the Skidmore Reservoir in the George
Washington National Forest, Lake
Shenandoah and the South Fork of the
Shenandoah River near Port Republic
Rd. One can find an assortment of
bass, bluegill, crappie, carp, catfish and

\.\ViO\

musky in these areas, according to the
Department of Game and Fishery.
"My advice would be to fish in Skidmore
Lake, because it's more accessible and a lot
bigger." said sophomore Chase Galerdise
Galderise catches mainly brim
and smallmouth bass
—
using a spin and artificial lures. "I usually
wade when it's warm and wear old
shoes and shorts."
Ulanski said, "I got interested in fly
fishing 15 years ago, then studied how
to become a better fly angler — there are
scientific components [to nshingl, and to be
a better angler, you would have to know
some of those scientific aspects."
Getting started in fishing can be the
most difficult task. Harry Murray has
owned Murray's Fry Shop in Edmburg
since 1962. He recommends beginners take
a daas on fishing. Individuals can sign
up for lessons from six different schools,
each for $20, at his shop. The classes meet
every Saturday and indude courses in
"hist Getting Started," "Just Bass," "lust
Trout" Fly Tying" and "Casting."
Freshwater fishing licenses are
required to fish anywhere, and they are
available at Wal-mart. The freshwater
license is $1250, the trout stamp is $12.50
and the national forest stamp is $3.50.

irol Mendoza
VtarHometown: Danbury, Ct.
Major: Psvch
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FASHION: Celebrities stress clothing
FASHION, from page 9
too, despite power and fame.
I tend to reassure myself that
if I had a personal trainer, stylist,
chef and loads of dough I'd look
like Halle Berry, too — or at least
Oprah. But, for many celebs, looks
only are skin-deep.
But the glamorous position of a
world trendsetter has its downfalls,
too. Normal people like us get to
play the roles of )oan and Melissa

Rivers when celebrities wear something heinous. A prime example could
be Beyonce — stop letting your mom
make your clothes; gold lame hot
pants are not cute on anyone.
Being a celebrity seems to
have its benefits and drawbacks.
As Marilyn Monroe once said,
"Hollywood is a place where
they'll pay you a thousand dollars for a kiss and fifty cents for
your soul."

FIELD HOCKEY

Blue Devils beat JMU
Duke extends winning-streak
to Jive; JMU scores 1 goal
The JMU field hockey
earn lost 4-1 to Duke University in Durham, N.C., Satlrday, as the Blue Devils exended their winning streak
o five straight.
With the win, Duke imiroves to 6-1, while JMU
alls to 1-6.
While the Blue Devils
.cored early and often, the
)ukes didn't score until the it lal 25 seconds of the contest.
Redshirt senior forward
Vlissa Santanna found the
>ack of the net off a save by
he Blue Devils' goalkeeper,

C lin-.lv Morgan Before Santanna scored, Morgan made
two saves in the sequence.
JMU was outshot 32-3 by
the Blue Devils who owned a
15-1 penalty advantage.
Redshirt junior goalkeeper Lori Amico racked up 10
saves in JMU's losing tflbtt
JMU is in action at 4
p.m. Wednesday when the
Dukes take on the Cavaliers of the University of
Virginia in an ACC/ CAA
clash at the JMU Field
Hockey Complex.
— from staff reports

WIN: Dukes record first
A-10 Conference shutout
WIN, from page 8
ous mistakes.
lot of watching. They just let
"We shouldn't make any exus go."
cuses," Rascati said "We got the
Townsend finished with nine win and thaf s what is important."
tackles and a sack.
JMU would score one more
Turnovers pervaded almost as time on a Villanova errant snap.
much as the rain. Both teams racked On fourth and 16 with under
up a combined 11, JMU claiming 12 minutes play and deep in
five — aD of which were lost on their own territory, the Wildcats
fumbles. Then? were 13 fumbles to- snapped the ball out of endtal between the two teams.
zone, giving JMU a safety and
"Turnovers were so huge," a 9-0 advantage.
Matthews said. "The fumbled
The Dukes would seal the
snaps and the deep snaps for win eight minutes later when
them, it's hard to get it done. redshirt sophomore running
That stuff happens."
back Alvin Banks broke free and
But players are hesitant to scored on a 14-yard run to put
blame less-than-ideal play- JMU on top, 17-0.
ing conditions for the numerBanks finished the day with

INTERNATIONAL WEEK
BOOK DONATION PROJECT....11

86 yards on 25 carries.
Rascati. who started in favor
of fifth-year senior Matt LeZotte,
threw just seven times, completing two for 11 yards. In the first
half, the transfer from the University of Louisville attempted
a mere two passes. However,
Rascati's defense allowed him
to relax, despite the slow day
through the air.
They played outstanding,"
Rascati said. "They put up a
shutout and we wouldn't have
won the game without them."
Saturday is the first shutout
JMU has recorded in Atlantic 10
Conference play since joining the
league for football in 1993.

.JMU: ACL
takes Argy
for season
JMU, from page l
"We moved the ball a lot
better and saw the field a lot
better than we did against West
Virginia," Metzker said. "We
do need to capitalize better on
our shots, on goal though.
While the Dukes were
happy with this win, they
acknowledge that they still
had work to do before they
could completely be satisfied with their play.
"We're playing well right
now, but we have to get on the
ends of more crosses and finish
more chances," Ewell said.

Rf RT Computer Systems
■

o Low Price - Quality Brands
o Expert Advice
o Expert Upgrades & Repairs
The Center for Multicultural and International Services (t'MISS) and
th. Office of International Programs (olP)
proudly celebrate •1-Week" 9/27-10/2 with the JMLI community
I" or lln. purpoae. are invite everyone u> aha donation, af hook., periodical.. «™| leeching
.001.10 the "Library l>».l0rer»n. IU - Ta. library Dn.lopme.l f..d wa. cubluhed by the
^ir* 5*8* < ••-""■•.••- (BPCB1.0 ■» rh« .rowing need for c.rren. book., penudi™.
end other oducanoaal rrauertal T.albooka. deak topic and .enll, u-ed periodical, are welcome
" ■ encourage everyone lo lake pan i
help in .harm, the wealth of education and kno

tin. donebon project in any way Ihey can. a. it will

■Mart

Desktops • Notebooks • Printers • Monitors • Scanners • Parts
540-442-7335
Mon-Fri 9-6 Sat 10-5

In Kroger Shopping Center
Beside Plan 9 Music
Leonard W. Aamodt, MD, F ACOG
Evan V. Forsnes, MD, F ACOG
Martha A. Jones, CNM, MS
Barbara M Kirkland, CNM, MS
Donna L. Schminkey, CNM, MPH
Ann M. Schaef fer, CNM, MED

SnemndoaL

collection of donation, will lake place

D onaiiuna will he accepted at the following, places*

frotcaaoaal Care wkk a Personal Touch

< "enter for Multicultural International Student Service* H MISS >
Intonation. I Student and Scholar Service*. Cleveland Hall, room 117
Office of International l>r.>ipam-.. 1077 S Main Street
i I SAT Library
Showker Mall
( leveland Hall. Room. II2.JI3 * 120
Phone 540-Sot. '.I |u
wwwjmufi

Annual Gyn Exam

Insurance and

Birth Control

Major Credit

Colpotcopy

Cards Accepted

Breast Exams

119 University Blvd., Suite B
Harrisonbuig, VA 22801-3753
Office (540)438-1314
Toll Free (877) 438-1314
Fax (540) 438-0797
www.swhc.net
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HAIR
Beware!

If you'd like to
remove some hair —
'Cause iii okay 'up here'
but nor 'right there' —
Well, now there's
permanent hair reduction.
Without the time
or painful production!

Our UGKf^tW" Laser provides
comfortable...
quick...
dramatic...
and permanent
reduction
of unwanted hair.
For a consultation, call:
ftMEADOU/CREST E.N.T.

what will your adventure be?

usss

■fjltraW 'forwnntr ^Gmte*
(540)455 9399

. /. ....... f. ./.,....-. .f .. ..

(866) 617-0399 (Toll Hreel

C. Wayne Gales, M.D.

5560 Ernmaui Road
HarmonrHir.. VA22WII
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FOR RENT
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GRAD STUDENT HOUSING Wiihin
Wiihin walking dxtance lo JMU and
shopping 3 level townhoose, furnished,
4
bedrooms,
2 bains,
sparkling
.iMn, AC, diihttuhcr. raicrowivc,
laundry
Non-smoking,
ao
peu
$900 00 month Individual )«-*■. (ill
810-0922 or email payoderiu 4trniel.net.

f-t Brttn Clni*n Mi p tr* tomur*
DORM
RFFRIGF.RATOR/FREEZER
2.7 Cu Ft.. 2 Slide-Out Wire Shelves.
2 Door Shelves. Half-Width Free/ct
Compartment With IM Cube Tray. Used
One semester $50 (540) 433-6094.

ri navar too aarty. to 90 online to
place yoi/ ad today*

www.lhebreeze.orti
2 MALE ROOMMA1IS Nil DID
Stonewall Heights. All appliances,
utilities, plus phone, cable, internet
no
ft

mi ad uttlinc !■»!

98 FORD COUNTOUR for tale.
69.000 mites Good condition. S3.250
703-801-4205.
(540)
438-0107.

(tOiig Abroad Spring S* ranter?
UM

•

smoking, drinking or pets. Lac
Associates.
(540) 433-7222.

DEVON
LANE
APARTMENT
Ideal for One. All Appliances One
Bathroom. Open Floor Plan Near JMU
$450Tnonlh. 830-1075 or 433-6996.
ROOMMATE NEEDED for HaHcr s
R idgeTow nhousc for spring *cmaMcr. $225/
month I umishcd, W/ D, close to campus
"81-4394*693 or vommheatojmu c«hi

MITSUBISHI ECLIPSE OS 2000.
maroon,
stand.
58kmi .
cxt.warr,
leather, moon roof, cd tape, excellent
cowfcuori
$9950 (540)
."4-2833

CUTS KITTEN GRAY MAI K 8
Wks, all shots $30 (540) 435-2080.
CAR 4 SALE 2001 White Ford Focus.
44k miles, excellent cond.. auiopower
all t3mpg'$8700OBO(540)48l43088

CHANELLO'S PIZZA Phone operator
pizza makers wanted Fast-paced, fun
work environment Need a nde to work?
We will pick you up! Must be available Fri
or Sal night Must be able to work LAI I
(opcnuntiMam) Parttaneavailable Great
pa> and food discountt Ptaaae do not call
store 10 apply, ail 27143632, ask for Pat.
BARTENDING!
No experience
provided. (800)

$250/day Potential
necessary
Training
965-6520 Ext 212.

HELP
WANTED
HORSEBACK
POSITIONS (FULL-TIME AND PARTTIME) Camp Horizons is located on
over 250 acres in Harruonburg, Virginia
and has been providing great overnight
summer camp experiences for kids 7
to 17 yean old over 20 yean! We are
now entering into our group season
and currently seek energetic, qualified
individuals to fill our immediate (parttime/ full-urne)horsebackpositions These
positions represent a great opportunity
for those that have equine experience and
enjoy the beautiful outdoors! Qualified
individuals must be at least 21 yean
of age and have completed one year of
college in accordance with the ACA
standards, must hold a valid driver's
license, prior and documented horseback
care and riding experience essential;
and CHA or Pony Clubber Certification
is preferred Interested candidates may
call Deb Maurer, Human Resources
540-896-9947 (Ext 101) for more
information Camp Horizons may be just
the place for you! Learn more about our
facility at wy*\%-campkoriiorisva com;
www kortlOHiould90rltarninttlKlir.com
Camp
Horizons
is
an
Equal
Employment Opportunity Employer.

SEE YOLR NAME
IN PRINT!
WRITERS A
PHOTOGRAPHERS
WANTED!
S isii Ike Breeze in the basement of
Anthony Seeger Hall or e-mail
ihebreezetgj/mueiJu to get slylcd'

YOUR AD HERE
568.6127 wwwthebrtezeort

WAITRESSES WANTFD Apply at Jew'
Lunch 01. All Shifts Needed. Freshmen,
Sophomores,
Juniors
Preferred

S4*> GROUP FUNDR MSER Scheduling
Bonus - 4 hours of your group's time
PLUS our fire (yes. free) fundraaing
solutions equals $1.000-52.000 in earning*
for your group Call today for a $450
bonus when you schedule your nonsales fundraiser with CampusFundraiser
Contact CampusFundraiser, (888) 9233238. or visit H-*,*iam/>u\tuniirauercom

EXPERIENCED
~~ SERVERS
WANTED lunch and dinner shifts.
Apply at Macondo's. next to Lowe's.
TAKING ONI INI SURVEYS MAKES
YOU $75! www.GetPaia7oThmk.com
CHANELLO'S PIZZA Delivery Drivers
Needed. Must have own car with clean
driving record and insurance. Flexible
scheduling to work around class times
Part-time work available Must be
available to close either Fn or Sat
(closing time: 4am) Cash paid daily!!
Driven avenge over $100 per shift
To apply call 27143632, Ask for Pat

WANTED "DI"ERS AND "ONTERS
If you participated m Destination
Imagination or Odyssey of the Mind in
High School, and would like to become
a part of a University lean, LET US
KNOW!
email
armutrrmtajmu edu
1540)
255-3439

ADOPTION Loving infertile couple
wishing to adopt an infant Willing
to pay legal and medical expenses.
Call
collect
(540)
7514)111

tfWl^TfMjill

Spring Break
OltaJlPirtnn
01 mum Break, ftmMjill V

Meet Your Editors!
Visit the Breeze online
to meet the Breeze
Editorial staff.
www.thebreeze.org

SPRING BREAK 1005 CballraR*
Find a better price'
Lowest prices, free meals, hottest parties'
November Mh deadline'
Hiring reps - cam free trips and cash'

%\t\t.\mxplmlmiwiiimi
SPRING
BRFAK
2005
Tnvel
with STS, America's al
Student
Tour Operator to Jamaica, Cancun.
Acapuko. Bahamas and Florida. Now
hiring on-campus rape Call for group
discounts
Information/ Reservations
1-800-648-4849.
mnUMml com
BAHAMAS SPRING BREAK Celebrity
Cruise! 5 Days from $279! Includes
meals, port-taxes, exclusive beach parties
»nit ">!►• ofyraaj |pag
ttakefttta
aa seen on Real World, Road Rules.
Bachelor' Great beaches, nightlife
Ethics
award
winning
company'

www.SprlngBreakTravel.com.
1-800-678-6386

I4U0-426-77IO

■ I SPRING HKr \k WEBSITE!
Lowest price* guaranteed'
Book 11 people, get 12th trip free!
Group diH'ounu for 6'
1 SpringHrraiPucowttt 1
1-800 M
SPRING
BREAK'
CANCUN.
APAPLLCO. JAMAICA From $459 *
tax. Florida $159' Our Cancun Prices are
$100 less than others Book now! Includes
breakfasts, dinner Ethics award-winning
company. View 500 hotel review* and
videos at mm. SpriHgBrrakTraveJ.com.
I-800-67 K-MKi

referee, men, women, cleats, soccer ball, GOAL, field, referee, men, women, cleats, soccer ball, GOAL, field, referee, men, women, cleats, soccer ball, GOAL,_

Become involved in IMU's
^
Fifth Soccer World Cup Tournament ^

-•
%s-

Join a soccer team and represent your heritage or
country. Sign up at CMISS Warren 245 by
Monday, September 27th, 5 p.m.
aujoM 'uaui 'aajapj 'p\3\} "lypp '||eq isooos 'swap 'UBWOM 'LOW 'aajajaj 'p|ay 'nvOD 'II^P J3330S 'sjeap 'uawoM 'uaiu 'aajajaj 'ppij 'ivoD 'll<?q J333os 'sie*

Harrisonburg OB/GYN Associates, PC
C. Larry Whltten, MD M. Catherine Slusher.MD Louis E Nelson, III, MD
Herbert E. Bing, MD Michael J. Botticelli, MD
Maribeth PLoynes. MD
Sherry L. Mongold, FNP

Catherine E. Rittenhouse, FNP

Now Accepting Appointments

You are invited to a free
1-hour presentation
" This lecture addresses
issues of internment design
that I believe most Christians
would accept because they
believe in a created,
purposeful universe."
Dr. Ovwn Qiogwich

Local (540) 434-3831
Toll Free (800) 545- 3348

Monday-Friday 8:30-5:00

SPANKY'S
GET ONE OF EQUAL VALUE FREE!
60 WEST WATER STBEZT

■

CnSTftMER)
'

"

4 history oi science,
Harvard University, Cambridge, MA

Dare a Scientist
Believe in Design?

lUY ONE SANDWlCHr^f
(LIMIT ONE COUPON PER

roaaarch professor of astronomy

^

■■

co-eponsored by a grant
from me Templeton Foundation
and the Amenoan Scientific Affiliation

EASTERN
MENNONITE
UNIVERSITY

Friday, Sept. 24, 4 p.m.
Sutor Sctonc* Center, Rm 106

www.emu.edu

—

**

Need Some Extra Cash?
JAMES MCHONE
*"^ antique

Korean

_ Dance
Company

jrwrlry

Buying GOLD JEWELRY
(high school rings, ect.) * MUST be 18 w/ two IDs
7J South Court Square Harrisonburg, VA 22801

(540M3M85?

WARNING!

Wednesday.
j
September 29, 2004
Wilson Hall
7:30pm
International WMk la aponaonad by---

d*a>) * BIS

Advertising with The Breeze may cause
excess patronage of
your business, club, or activity.

Can you handle it? call 540.568.6127 today!
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Pheasant Run
Townhomes

Front Door Parking, Beautifully Landscaped Yards

l!l!llll||i

Great Room

Eat In
Kitchen

Deck or Patio

Cable/Phone/Ethernet available,
Free Bus Service, Dishwasher,
Washer and Dryer, Microwave,
Refrigerator with Ice Maker!!!

Pheasant Run
Townhomes
Call 801-0660, e-mail pheasant@pheasantrun.net
or stop by 321 Pheasant Run Circle
Monday - Friday 10am - 5pm
View a map to our location on GoLocJjOn.Com

